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METHO D LAB — A RELATIO N AL MILIEU
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We emphasise a mode of live exploration and experimentation undertaken in-and-through artistic research, performed as the means through
which to interrogate its own becoming. However, the aim is less about the
sharing and testing of pre-existing methods or processes, but rather for
attending to emergent processes as they arise. We conceive the Method
Lab as a diagrammatic assemblage of interlocking or interconnected
processes and practices each with a particular function or emphasis
(→ Practices of Attention, Practices of Notation, Practices of Conversation, Practices of Wit(h)nessing).
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Dieter Mersch

FIGURATION /
DEFIGURATION
FOR A DIALECTIC OF
CHOREO-GRAPHY

CHOREO-GRAPHIC FIGURES
Choreo-graphy: the word, disrupted by a hyphen, evokes numerous associations. Choros on the one hand denominates the dramatic speaking choir in
connection with ancient Greek theatre, on the other hand, deriving from its
origin, dance and song, especially the ritual ‘round dance’ and the symbolon
kinēseon connected with it, i.e., the symbolisation of movement through a
The following text thinks in constellations. In doing so, it draws
various circles, all of them more or less self-contained. Often
it refers to etymologies — not in order to call up origins, but
in order to extend the associations. All deliberations are about
the same question, that is, the problem of the relation between
openness and closeness; or between rule, movement and event,
as well in relation to what can be called ‘cavity’ or ‘interspatiality’.
They concern the artistic work and that which distinguishes
art from other forms of thought. Various categories are proposed — beginning with the choreo-graphic (with a separating as well as connecting hyphen), through the dialectics of
figuration and defiguration, towards ‘movement’ and plasticity, the ever preliminary and inconclusive experimentation and
essayistic thinking in fragments. The repertoire of propositions
serves the continuous ‘turning’ and ‘inflexion’, a repeated rethinking of the same thing in new and other ways, which in its
actual sense represents the cause of aesthetical practice in order
thus to approximate it in the shape of repetition and variation.

combination of word, music, gesture,
and rhythm. Chorein therefore belongs
to those arts which form movement as
much as they endow it with meaning.
This especially holds true for the coordination of ‘the many’ with regard
to spatial arrangement as well as their
temporal succession. Moreover, choros,
the choir, and chōros, the place, are
related to each other; the first is bound
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PRACTICES

INDEX OF PRACTICES

PRELUDE

ATTENTION

(→ Walking)

(→ Shaking)

S

o, how do we let go of set disciplinary
ways of operating, relinquish what is familiar or known, safe or certain? How
can we become more attuned to the how-ness,
the qualitative-processual dynamics within
our shared exploration? How do we focus attention towards those affective forces and intensities (figuring) operating before, between
and beneath the more readable gestures of
artistic practice? How can we mark those moments when ‘something is happening’? How
do we recognise and name the emergence
of figures? How do we meet with difference
whilst still striving for the common? How can
this be shared?
Central to our research process has been
the development of various practices for deepening, widening and sharpening our aesthetic
enquiry, each with a different function or emphasis: (A) Practices of Attention — for sensory heightening, for cultivating perceptual
awareness, increased alertness, vigilance and
receptivity; (N) Practices (or Modes) of Notation — for noticing and marking the event of
figuring and the emergence of figures; (C) Practices of Conversation — dialogue as a verballinguistic means for reflecting on the process
of our live exploration; (W) Practices of Wit(h)
nessing — different tactics for being-with, for

blurring the division between participant /
observer, for inviting another’s perspective.
Whilst these practices have enabled the research process from ‘behind the scenes’, they
have also been activated more explicitly, more
performatively, as part of our live explorations
through the use of a ‘score’ (→ Embodied
Diagrammatics, → How to Play the Score).
What follows is a more detailed exposition of
each of the practices (A), (N), (C) and (W),
specifically as performed or played within the
context of a live exploration. Each practice is
prepared for by a short prelude (from prae‘before’ + ludere ‘to play’) introducing its core
characteristics or qualities, presented alongside practical exercises and variations combining concrete instruction, poetic invitation, and
diagrammatic drawing. Whilst these practices
have been developed and tested (→ Method
Labs) through intensive collaboration —
specifically with our sputniks (Alex Arteaga,
Christine De Smedt, Lilia Mestre) and guests
(Werner Moebius, Jörg Piringer) — the ‘writing up’ of each singular example has been
undertaken by one (or two) individual(s)
allowing for a diversity of both voice and
approach.
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(→ Breathing)

(→ Reading)

(→ Voicing)

(→ Sleeping)

(→ Touching)

(→ Self-Reporting)

(→ Passing On)

(→ Transquesting)

NOTATION

(→ Clicking)

(→ Affirming)

(→ Naming)

(→ Calling)

CONVERSATION

(→ Dialogic)

(→ Keywords)

(→ Upwelling)

(→ Wild Talk)

WIT(H)NESSING

(→ Watching)

(→ Listening)

(→ Translating)
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PRACTICES O F WIT( H) N ESSIN G

LISTENING

“W

e know more about hearing
than listening. Scientists can
measure what happens in the
ear. Measuring listening is another matter as
it involves subjectivity. Listening is a mysterious process that is not the same for everyone.”
(Pauline Oliveros, The Difference Between
Hearing And Listening)
Let go of the dominance of the eyes. Open up
your ears. Tune in to the acoustic space.

TRANSLATING

A

VA RI ATI O N
Find a position - lying, sitting or standing
with eyes open or closed. Open up the spatial
range of listening to those sounds surrounding
you.
Stay with the sounds neighbouring or close by,
the movements or actions that you can hear
nearby. Now stay with those layers of spatial
expanse. Then extend your listening to the
whole space and its acoustic agents.
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process of mediation practised through
different modalities — e.g. writing, drawing, forming, moving. Each modality is
an invitation to interpret one reality through
another.

Define and mark a field in space as your translationscape. There, position your tools and
means of translation: materials - pens, paper,
clay, wire, writing devices. When entering the
translationscape start to observe the situation
you are wit(h)nessing by asking yourself:
What do you observe?

Which elements call your attention, attract and
affect you? What resonates with you? What is
essential to translate? Can you make a sketch, a
draft, a model of these forms and forces?
What language, alphabet and sign system do
you have (to invent in order) to articulate the
complexity of the very situation?
How could the situation be transposed along
the categories of time and space, movement
and imagination into another plane of reality?
Try to avoid becoming too literal.
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